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STUDENT SATISFACTION ON THE RISE AT UM
M ISSO U LA University of Montana students enjoy their educational experience and give the school
high marks for its knowledgeable faculty, stimulating intellectual environment and safe, attractive
campus, according to a recent survey.
The Noel-Levitz Student Satisfaction Inventory measures students’ expectations and
fulfillment of those expectations, allowing schools to identify strengths and weaknesses across a
range of categories. The survey was given to 907 students during fall 1999 and spring 2000.
“It’s a comprehensive instrument that measures student satisfaction in relation to nearly
every aspect of the University,” said University Center Director Gary Ratcliff, who administered
the survey with funding from the Office of the Vice President for Student Affairs.
UM ’s strengths, according to students, include its campus, faculty and reputation.
Students gave the campus top ratings for being safe and well-groomed and for having
comfortable, adequate facilities. Faculty received high marks for being knowledgeable and wellprepared for class, while staff in the bookstore, library and health services also earned approval.
Students agreed with statements that they are “able to experience intellectual growth here”
and that “it is enjoyable to be a student on this campus.”
The school’s weaknesses include parking, class registration and bureaucratic “runaround.”
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The current survey shows a great reduction, however, in the amount of hassle students
experienced with registration, information-seeking and billing. That improvement likely is because
of the 1998 opening of Griz Central, a one-stop location for registration, financial aid, fee
payment and other services.
“Our efforts at simplifying the registration process and eliminating runaround have been
noticed,” Ratcliff said. “We’ve seen substantial improvements reflected in the ratings.”
Student access to academic and career support services is similarly expected to improve
when an addition to the Lodge building opens next spring. The new location will combine the
offices of Career Services, the University College, Disability Services for Students, the Center for
Work-Based Learning and the Educational Opportunity Program.
Other improvements reflected in much-higher student ratings included the library and
campus computer labs, which have seen the addition of more than 500 new computers since 1997.
UM ’s parking crunch again marked the largest gap between student expectations and
fulfillment of those expectations. But the survey, given to students at more than 500 colleges and
universities, shows that parking is a major problem at campuses across the country.
“W e’re not alone when it comes to parking,” said Ratcliff. “This is a national issue.”
Dissatisfaction over how activities fees are spent is another area of concern shared by
students throughout the nation.
Both the 1997 and 1999 surveys were given to a cross-section of students from across the
spectrum of academic majors and class levels. The surveys were administered in classes, and the
recent survey also was mailed to all American Indian students.
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“We made a special effort to reach out to Native Americans because we hadn’t previously
assessed their satisfaction with the University,” Ratcliff said.
The next step, according to Ratcliff, will be to further analyze survey data by breaking it
down into various student populations, such as by ethnicity, residency, major and level.
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